The proposed model is just for the audio module. The expression of emotion through the voice is one of the essential forms of human communication [4] . Although the voice is a reliable affection source, recognize the affection through the voice is a more complicated task [1, 2] .
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One of the challenges when processing audio, is the representation of the audio characteristics. For a long time, handmade transformations have stood out in this area, such as the MFCC. But traditional feature extraction techniques loss too much information from the audio unlike deep learning models which possible the use of the lowest level of raw speech, like spectral characteristics, for speech recognition and automatically learns to make this transformation. Deep learning models also allow the use of convolutional and clustering operations to represent and deal with some typical speech variability (e.g., differences in vocal tract length at high-speakers, different speech styles, etc.) [3] .
But deep learning models require a high number of labeled training data to perform well, and there is a scarcity of emotional data available, which makes the task of emotion recognition challenging.
The semi-supervised learning can overcome the lack information problem of labeled data. For the OMG Challenge, we use a GAN, which has unsupervised learning, to learn and generate the audio representation and this representation will be used as input for the model that will predict the values of arousal and valence. The benefit of using this approach is that part of the model that will represent the audio can be trained with any database, with a much larger amount of data, since it does not require a label for your training. Doing this also creates a general model of audio representation, which allow the use of the model in different tasks and different databases without retraining.
To develop the application used for this challenge, we use a BEGAN that uses an autoencoder as a discriminator. The encoder part of this autoencoder learns how to perform the audio representation. For the BEGAN training, we use the IEMOCAP database, which is one of the largest emotional databases available. The training occurred in 100 epochs, with batch size 16, and with a γ value of 0.7.
We only use the audio module from the database, but all files are available in mp4 video format. So as preprocessing the application extracts and saves the audio from all videos in the database as WAV format. The next step is to change the audio frequency to 16kH. Then each audio track was decomposed into 1-second chunks without overlapping. After that, the raw audio was converted to a spectrogram via Short Time Fourier Transform, with an FFT of size 1024 and a length of 512.
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Figure 1 presents the developed model abstraction. The model uses the preprocessed audio as input to the representation module pre-trained by the BE-GAN. The encoder output is the input for a set of convolutional layers followed by dense layers with activation tahn, which predicts the arousal and valence values (values between -1 and 1).
Fig. 1. Abstraction of the classifier and prediction models
In preprocessing, the application divides the audios into 1-second pieces, performing the prediction for each of these pieces. But at the end of the prediction process, it is necessary to gather the results from each part and check out the value of arousal and valence for whole audio. To do this, we use the median value of the predicted values of each 1-second part from given audio. The median of the set of predicted arousal values will be the representation of arousal of that given audio, and the application uses the same process for valence value. 
